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ECG LOGGER VIEWER
ECG Logger Viewer is companion software for reading ECG data from the ECG Logger device, a Wearable
Cardiac Monitor for Long-Term Data Acquisition and Analysis. The ECG Logger Project is aimed for providing a
very low-cost open-source hardware and software for a Rhythmic Holter. The hardware has been made very
simple and is based on an “Arduino Nano” with two companion boards for the SD card and the instrumentation
differential amplifier. It helps monitoring arrhythmia syndromes such as bradycardia, tachycardia, extrasystoles or pause. In no case it can be used to replace a professional medical examination. Safety rules related
to electrical devices must be complied and no connection shall be made between the Holter device and
appliances connected to mains.
IMPORTANT: This project is provided for training or education and in no case for commercial purposes or
medical diagnostics. It has not been approved for any kind of applications.

NOTES, REMARKS AND WARNING
 Note related to use.
 Important remark for avoiding failures or damages.
 Critical note to avoid major injury or death.
IMPORTANT
Lethal conditions might occur when human bodies are in contact with high voltage. Therefore,
under no circumstances a device shall be used while connected to an appliance powered by
the main network.
Operating the device is under the entire, whole and sole responsibility of the user.
This project has been provided for educational purpose only and is not aimed for commercial
applications neither it has been approved for any kind of uses.

RECYCLING
Please dispose electronics devices in an environmental friendly manner.

COPYRIGHTS
This project has been developed by AdNovea® in 2017. Respective contributions have been mentioned directly
into the source code files. Please read the Licenses section for details.
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NOTES ABOUT VERSION 2.0
MIGRATION FROM ECG LOGGER VERSION 1.0 TO 2.0
For users migrating from ECG Logger Viewer version 1.0 toward 2.0, there is some change in the patient’s
folder organization and analyzed ECG files.
Previously, there was a folder containing Files and Users subfolders. Patient’s information was saved into files
located under User and patient’s Holter files into the Files folder. Analyzed ECG files do not have a [STATS]
section.
Now, every patient has one folder at the root of the ECG path and patient’s information is into a file within the
patient folder. This patient’s information file is named after the patient folder name. The patient folder name is
made of the last name and first name of the patient. Analyzed ECG files have a [STATS] section.
Therefore, version 1.0 users must:
1.

Change the User Path to the existing Files folder. Each patient’s piece of information can be updated
from the Patient Management interface.

2.

Re-analyze ECG files to create data files with the [STATS] sections.

For a better legibility, you can rename the patient’s folders for removing the number at the end (e.g. First
patient 0 =>FIRST patient).

HOLTER DEVICE VERSION 1.6.0 AND ABOVE
We urge users to upgrade the Holter device with firmware version to v1.6.0 and above because there has
been a drastic improvement by adding a digital noise reduction filter in these versions.
The ECG Logger Viewer application version 2 is provided with the newer Holter device firmware version to
benefit from the latest digital signal processing improvements. The device can be easily upgraded from the ECG
Logger Viewer application. See the method #3 in Device firmware upload section.

CONFIGURATION FILE PERMISSIONS WITH WINDOWS 10
Windows 10 does not allow by default to create or modify file located within the application folder C:\Program
Files (x86). To make ECG Logger Viewer portable, the configuration file must be stored within the application
folder. Therefore, the user must manually change the permission on the configuration file as follow:
1- Open file explorer and Right-click on the file:
C:\Program Files (x86)\AdNovea\ECG Logger Viewer\ECG Logger Viewer.cfg
2- Select "Properties", then the "Security" tab and click the "Modify" button
3- In the upper list select "Users" and in the list below check "Full control" and Apply
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PROGRAM INSTALLATION
USB driver must be installed on the computer prior to Holter (Arduino Nano) connection. Some Arduino
use the FTDI chipset whereas some Chinese products require the CH340 chipset. The corresponding
driver must be downloaded and installed on the computer. Click Start >> Control Panel >> Device
Manager, and in the device list look for Com Ports (e.g. USB-SERIAL CH340).

USING THE SETUP.EXE WINDOWS INSTALLER
The ECG Logger Viewer application can very easily be installed and lately updated. Software file
must be downloaded on your computer desktop fromhttps://sourceforge.net/u/adnovea website
and the “ECG Logger Viewer_setup_2.x.x.x.exe” file be launched.
During installation, in dialog boxes select the installation language and monitor the installation
progression.

AdNovea® - ©2017
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The ECG Logger Viewer application can be automatically launched at the end of the installation process. Later,
it can be started from the shortcut icon located on the desktop during the installation or from the menu: START
>> AdNovea >> ECG Logger Viewer (Windows 7).

PORTABLE INSTALLATION
ECG Logger Viewer can be installed as a portable application on an USB key. The PC, where the ECG Logger
Viewer application will run, shall have Microsoft .NET Framework v4.5.2 or above already installed.
To use the portable installation:
1.

Download the “ECG Logger Viewer_portable_2.x.x.x.zip” ZIP archive.

2.

Unzip the archive on your portable device (e.g. USB thumb drive).

3.

Run the “ECG Logger Viewer.exe” binary file to launch the application.

4.

Configure the application (Language, User folder, etc.). The configuration will be store on the portable
device.

The

portable installation does not allow automatic association of the HLR file extension to the

application. Therefore, HLR files double-clicked will not automatically start the application.
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UPGRADING MICROSOFT .NET FRAMEWORK
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.2version or above is required to run “ECG Logger Viewer” and must be installed
on your PC. Otherwise, the Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.2Update shall be downloaded from Microsoft
website and installed with your language support.
Should you want to clean previous framework versions or fix some problems, there are tools for assistance. For
removing previously installed .NET framework versions from computer use the “.NET Framework Cleanup Tool”
utility and to fix potential errors run “.NET Framework Repair Tool” utility. Both utilities can be downloaded
from Microsoft website.

Framework .NET installation

RESET TO DEFAULT PARAMETERS
User is able to modify the ECG Logger Viewer parameters from the menu Tools >> Parameters. Errors in the
configuration may prevent the application to start properly. To restore the default parameters, start the
application while the SHIFT key is depressed. Release the key when the main screen is displayed.

REMOVING THE APPLICATION
Running uninstall from the “Add/Remove Program” manager, enables to totally remove the application from
the computer but the patient’s folders and files. In the “Add and Remove Programs” list, click the “ECG Logger
Viewer” application and select “Uninstall”.
Reinstallation of the “ECG Logger Viewer” application can be performed again using the “setup.exe” file.
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For a complete ECG Logger Viewer uninstall, you have to remove manually the patient’s folders (default
folder is “MyDocument/ECG Logger”).

LANGUAGE SELECTION
The ECG Logger Viewer application supports three languages. Language selection is available from “Tools >>
Languages”.




English
French
Chinese traditional

HLR FILE ASSOCIATION
During the installation process, the HLR files will be associated to the ECG Logger Viewer application.
Therefore, files with ‘.HLR” and can be opened into the ECG Logger Viewer application from a double-click
directly within the Windows file’s explorer.
File association will be removed during the complete application un-installation.

HLR file associate is not performed automatically when using the portable version because the installer is
not used. The association can be done manually.

DEVICE FIRMWARE UPDATE
Versions of the ECG Logger Viewer application are provided with à version of the Holter device embedded
firmware. This firmware version can be uploaded into the device.
See the method #3 in Device firmware upload section.
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OVERVIEW
“ECG Logger” is an affordable very low-cost (~35$) and simple ECG-Logger Holter offering a complete solution
including a pocket-size ECG recorder hardware device with embedded firmware. The ECG signal is recorded
onto a SD card memory at high frequency (250Hz sampling rate). The device is backed by the recent
technology offering more freedom and accuracy for up to 24 hours continuous recording.
The system is based on an “Arduino Nano” microcontroller, an AD8232 Heart Rate Monitor amplifier board and
a SPI SD card module with absolute minimum extra components.
See also ECG Logger Holter device section

FEATURES













Stable and reliable recorder, based on state-of-the-art and most recent technology
Anti-jamming and anti-shock
Small in size
Waveform record and event marking
Accurate start time record and sampled data
Built-in SD card for storage (can be plug-in and pull-out)
No need to compress original data, thanks to the large storage capability
USB 2.0 interface (230kbauds serial emulation)
Record the state of pacemaker using higher sampling frequency.
Automatic R-R peaks detection using Pan-Tompkins algorithm
International standard of 3 leads. Record up to 24-hour of ECG signal.
Very simple and ergonomic user interface

Information

required for assembling the Holter device hardware and firmware can be found and

downloaded from https://sourceforge.net/u/adnovea

IMPORTANT:

For operating the ECG Logger Holter device and for the best placement of the electrodes,
please read carefully the Holter device section.

AdNovea® - ©2017
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ECG SIGNAL INTERPRETATION
The naming conventions P-Q-R-S-T-U for the ECG signal specificities are given on the diagram below. The grid,
paper speed and sense amplitude may be different from the figure below and is used for measuring the time
on the X-axis direction and the amplitude on the Y-axis direction.

The ECG signal is made of the QRS complex and additional side events such as:





The P wave represents atrial depolarization.
The QRS complex represents ventricular depolarization.
The T wave represents ventricular re-polarization.
The U wave represents papillary muscle re-polarization.

Pulse rate is given in Beat per Minutes using the distance between two consecutive R-peaks.

The firmware and application software will try to get rid of unwanted interferences such as muscular noise and
electrical interferences. Moreover, the position of the R peak will be detected and corresponding samples
marked accordingly. Finally, some additional processing is performed on the signal to classify the ECG signal
using the sample values. Thresholds on the HF and DC signals as well as overflow and underflow detection will
enable to detect out of range signal and classify the corresponding samples as Artifacts.

Complementary analysis will also be performed on the values of the R-R distance to determine out of range
peaks but also conditions for arrhythmia disturbances such as extra systoles (shorter distance), pause (longer
distance), tachycardia (fast rate) or bradycardia (slow rate).
More information can be found at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrocardiography
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ECG LOGGER VIEWER PROGRAM
IMPORTANT: The application software is provided AS IS under freeware license for debugging the ECG
logger hardware and firmware only. License allows only personal and non-commercial applications.

Main window

Buttons and Menu bar
Buttons are grouped by type of operations:
 ECG:

Open, close, save, get information related to an ECG examination (Holter recording) or import
recorded files.

 Device:

Search Holter device, configure recording session or send commands to the device (console).

 Live ECG: Monitor real-time ECG, record the signal and enable heart rate (HR) beeps.
WARNING: Computer MUSTNOT BE POWEREDFROM MAINS for security reasons.

AdNovea® - ©2017
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 Tools:

Analyze ECG, perform measures over the ECG signal, export ECG in different formats and
performs arrhythmia statistics.

 Patients: Open or delete patient’s files, add, rename or delete patients, select the current patient.
Evolution of pathologies can be displayed across successive Holter recordings.
 Print:

Print preview of currently displayed graph.

APPLICATION SHORTCUTS
Shortcut

Description

CTRL + A

Run the current ECG analysis

CTRL + B

Display Preferences dialog box

CTRL + C

Copy the current graphic to the clipboard

CTRL + D

Start recording / Stop recording Live ECG

CTRL +E

Display the information related to the current ECG examination file

CTRL + F

Run ECG filtering process

CTRL + G

Go to a specific time on the ECG graphic

CTRL + H

Open the Holter configuration dialog box

CTRL + I

Import data files from Holter device.

CTRL + K

Display Holter device control console

CLTR + L

Switch Live ECG mode On/Off

CTRL + M

Open the patient’s database management

CTRL + N

Open the navigation box to access arrhythmia occurrences

CTRL + O

Open ECG files

CTRL + P

Print the current ECG examination graphics and information

CTRL + R

Display the ECG ruler

CTRL +S

Save ECG file. Available after an ECG analysis or Live ECG has been recorded

CTRL + T

Display the stats report

CTRL + U

Search Holter device from the USB ports

CTRL + V

Display the legends and reminders dialog box

CTRL + W

Update Holter device firmware

CTRL + X

Close the current ECG examination file

ALT + F4

Quit the application

CTRL + 0

Display the ECG tape

CTRL + 1

Display the ECG browser(5 minutes of the ECG file content)

CTRL + 2

Display statistics related to the artifacts periods

CTRL + 3

Display statistics related to the bradycardia periods

CTRL + 4

Display statistics related to the tachycardia periods

CTRL + 5

Display statistics related to the S.V. extrasystole events

CTRL + 6

Display statistics related to the pauses events

CTRL + 7

Display history over all ECG files of the selected

CTRL + TAB
F1

Toggle between the different charts (when there are available)
Display the user manual

Home*

Go to the start of the recording

End*

Go to the end of the recording

Page Up

AdNovea® - ©2017
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Shortcut

Description

Page Down

Move one page forward (30s on ECG tape, 5mns on ECG browser)

↑

Move backward toward the start (2s on ECG tape, 30s on ECG browser)

←*

Move backward toward the start (2s on ECG tape, 30s on ECG browser)

→*

Move forward toward the end (2s on ECG tape, 30s on ECG browser)

↓

Move forward toward the end (2s on ECG tape, 30s on ECG browser)

ESC

Abort operation: ECG analysis, Holter file download or ECG exportation

* These keys can be used with the Navigation dialog box for browsing across the selected type of arrhythmia.

MENUS OVERVIEW
ECG

Device

View

Tools

Help

Open

Live
mode

Enable

ECG

Filtering

Reminders

Save

Start recording

ECG browser

Analysis

Manual

Merge

Noise reduction

Graphics

Artifacts

Ruler

About

Import from device

EDF format

Holter
mode

Bradycardia

Go to

Export ECG 

BDF format

Console

Tachycardia

Navigation

BDD format*

Device
search

SV extrasystole

Segment

Firmware
upload

Pauses

Patient database

Report

Exam information

Record’s
history

Close ECG exam

HH:MM:SS

Start position
End position
Save segment

Copy chart to
Clipboard
Languages


English

Print preview

Français

Print

中文

Quit

Preferences

* Available under some conditions only

PATIENT MANAGEMENT
The ECG Logger Viewer application version 2 implements a more advanced patient’s management than version
1 for new patientcreation oropening patient’sECG files.
The left part of the Patient Database dialog box is devoted to the patients and the right part displays the tree
list for selecting patient’s ECG recorded files that have been sorted backward by dates.
On the right side, above the patient’s list, the search box
location into the list below.

AdNovea® - ©2017
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The

can be used for erasing the search field.
Click the New patient button for clearing the Patient’s information fields. Enter the patient’s data.
Name and Firstname are mandatory fields as they will be used to make the patient’s folder name.
Once the patient’s information is complete, click again the New patient button for creating the patient
into the database. NOTE: Name is in uppercase and first name is in lowercase.
Once a patient has been selected from the list, the related information is displayed into the Patient’s
information fields. Data can be modified and saved by clicking the “Modify patient” button. If the
Name or Firstname has been modified, the patient’s folder will be renamed accordingly.
Age and BMI (Body Mass Index) will be updated when either the Size in centimeters or the weight in
kilogram is modified. If BMI is below 18.5 or above 25, it will be displayed in red color. World Health
Organization (WHO) considers as pre-obese BMI between 25 and 30 and need for monitoring
cardiovascular risks.
Currently selected patient can be removed by clicking the “Delete patient” button. ALL DATA will be
removed and the patient’s folder deleted.

When no patient is available, the Patient’ information fields are hidden and only the New patient
creation button is visible.
The tree list displays the entire patient’s ECG file list sorted backward by dates. The button Expand button
located on the top-right of the tree list enables to expand or collapse all the branches. The ECG files time and
duration are displayed with an icon that mentioned if the file data are RAW or have already ANALYZED.
This icon refers toRAW data files. Files have been only downloaded from the ECG without further
analysis. There is no statistical information available and only the data recorded by the Holter device are
available.

AdNovea® - ©2017
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This icon refers toANALYZED data files. The RAW data from the Holter have been analyzed by the ECG
Logger Viewer application and statistical information is available.
Right-click on file's icon to pop-up the contextual menu. This menu allows opening or deleting the selected ECG
file.
Double-click on file icon to open the selected ECG file.
The selected ECG file can be opened of erase using the two icon under the list

and

.

CONNECTING THE HOLTER DEVICE
IMPORTANT: Every time the Holter device is connected to a computer, the device is RESET. Therefore,
any ongoing recording session will be aborted. NEVER CONNECT A HOLTER WHILE RECORDING!
At startup, the application checks if the Holter device is connected on the same port as previously. If the port
has changed or the device is missing, a message is displayed. Click OK for searching the device again.
After the device has been plugged-in, the detection takes few seconds to enumerate the connected devices.
Once the connection to the device is done, the name of the hardware and the serial COM port used are
displayed on the left side of the status bar at the bottom of the application (e.g. USB-SERIAL CH340 on COM5).
The last port configuration used for the ECG Logger device is memorized for the future connections.

CONTROLLING THE HOLTER DEVICE
There is no need for daily operations to directly access the Holter device using the remote console. Every
device commands are transparently managed by the ECG Logger Viewer application software.
Nevertheless, the console may every useful to communicate with the device while building a new hardware
device or for debugging the firmware and setting new analysis parameters.
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The console content is reset at each new call or when the clear button

is depressed. When the dialog

is displayed, the “?” command is sent.

The ECG Logger Holter device commands are listed below:
Command

Description

MODES:
ECG

Mode ECG Live (outputs ECG HiRes sample values on serial communication)

PULSE

Mode PULSE (outputs R-R peaks with beat rate, type and distance)

STANDBY

Return to standby mode

DATA:
CLEAR

Prepare for new recording (erase all previous files)

T<epoch>

Set UTC Epoch time (ex. T1489828532)

HOUR

Display date/time (YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS) in UTC/GMT (Greenwich time)

X<secs>

Recording duration in seconds (86400 for 24h by default)

HIRES

10-bit data (Holter mode with R-R peak detection)

LORES

8-bit data (Holter eco mode - less SD space)

FILTER<on/off>

Enable/disable ECG noire reduction filtering

FILES:
LS

List files on the SDC (date and size)

R<no>

Delete files (<no>= __, 00 ... 99)

D<no>

Dump file (<no>=__, 00 … 99). Binary is preceded with file size

NBRECS

Return the number of recordings (next available number)

FREE

Free space on SD Card (in GB)

MISCS:
?

See manual reminder

INIT

Reset of the firmware (soft reset)

Kxxxx

Set serial port baud rate (xxx: 1,200 ... 2,000,000)

BATTERY

Read battery level (in mV)

STATUS

Display sample resolution, noise filter status, recording time and the list of
algorithm parameters in the same order as in the PARAMS command below.

VERSION

Return current firmware version and date

PARAMS

Set device algorithm parameters ( ; separator )

AdNovea® - ©2017

Batt_Convert

in mV

Max_HF

[0-1023]

Min_DC

[0-1023]

Max_DC

[0-1023]

Min_ADC

[0-1023]

Max_ADC

[0-1023]

Refractory

[0-999]

Cond_BRADY

[0-999] – in ms
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Command

Description

Cond_TACHY

[0-999] – in ms

Cond_EXSYS

[0-1.0] – in %

Cond_PAUSE

[0-999] – in ms

e.g. PARAMS;6944;10;0;550;300;1023;68;1091;600;70;2000
With Noise Reduction filter ON.

Default parameters
By default, without configuration programming, the Holter mode will record the ECG signal during 24h with 8st
bit samples. The date will be set to default at January 1 , 1970.
See also the Default parameters values section.

IMPORT DATA FROM DEVICE
A good practice is to select the patient BEFORE the Holter file import.
ECG data recording can be downloaded from the Import dialog box. One file can be downloaded at a time.
The logging file recorded during the Holter sessions can be displayed using the exclamation button [!].
Downloaded files are not removed from the SD card. This can be done from the Holter programming interface.

Import dialog box

Log file display

The USB connection between the Holter device and the computer is rather slow. A low resolution 24
hours recording will take about 15 minutes to download.

AdNovea® - ©2017
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ECG data file importation
During the Holter file transfer the LED remains still (ON if there are no leads connected).

Aborting importation
To stop the file importation, press ‘ESC’ or close the dialog box.

When the Holter file importation process is aborted by the user, the device still continues sending the
data, therefore either you have to wait for the transfer to end (could take several minutes) or you shall
switch off and on the device and reconnect the device to the application.

Deleting file on the Holter device
To delete a data file on the device, right-click the corresponding file in the list box and select “Delete selected
file” from the pop-up menu.
There is also an option in the right-click menu for deleting the Info file if needed with the item “Delete info file”.

HOLTER PROGRAMMING INTERFACE
New ECG Holter recording sessions can be programmed from the menu “Device >>Holter mode”. By default,
the samples resolution is 8-bit (low resolution) but can be setup to 10-bit. This doubles the size of the recorded
files.
The battery level depends of the type of batteries used for powering the Holter device and must be selected
accordingly. It also determines the maximum Holter recording duration. If the Holter is not battery’s powered
but through the USB connection, the dialog displays an empty battery.

Battery flat or Holter powered by USB
The space available on the SD card is shown in percent. Should you need to free some space or to start with a
fresh configuration, check the “Delete all previous files” option for erasing the previous files.

When the “Show probes” parameter is set, the current battery value in Volts is displayed over the
progress bar.
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The device date/time is set during the programming operation. Because there is no memory of the
configuration during power-down, the device must remain battery powered during the programming
and leave powered. Any power shutdown will erase the configuration.

Recording information
The table below list the big numbers related to the different Holter configurations related to recording times,
file sizes or file downloading duration.
Recording time:

2h

4h

6h

12h

18h

24h

Number of seconds

7 200

14 400

21 600

43 200

64 800

86 400

Number of 512B blocks (high resolution)

7 200

14 400

21 600

43 200

64 800

86 400

Number of 521B blocks (low resolution)
File size (high resolution)

File size (low resolution)

Importation time(high resolution)

Importation time(low resolution)
Number of ECG samples

3 600

7 200

10 800

21 600

32 400

43 200

3 686 400 B

7 372 800 B

11 059 200 B

22 118 400 B

33 177 600 B

44 236 800 B

3.5 MB

7.0 MB

10.5 MB

21.1 MB

15.8 MB

42.2 MB

1 843 200 B

3 686 400 B

5 529 600 B

11 059 200 B

16 588 800 B

1.75 MB

3.5 MB

5.3 MB

10.5 MB

15.8 MB

22 118 400 B
21.0 MB

147 s

295 s

443 s

885 s

1327 s

2.5 mins

5 mins

7.5 mins

15 mins

22 mins

1770 s
30 mins

74 s

147 s

221 s

443 s

664 s

885 s

1.2 mins

2.5 mins

3.5 mins

7.5 mins

11 mins

15 mins

1 800 000

3 600 000

5 400 000

10 800 000

16 200 000

21 600 000

ECG samples are stored into 512 byte’s blocks on SD card. With a baud rate set to the maximum at
250 000, the actual bit rate of the Arduino Nano USB-serial port is roughly 200 000 bauds or 20 kB/s.

LIVE ECG
 NEVER use the Holter device while connected to a PC powered by the mains network.

There is a risk of

death if the patient gets in contact with ground or parts.
Connect the Holter device using a USB cable and depress the ECG live button. The ECG signal is displayed as
well as the beat rate and the type of R-peak. Artifact information means that the ECG signal is not stable. The
Live ECG signals are noisier than Holter device due to the connection to the computer that generates lot of
interferences.
When R-peaks are detected, the Heart LED displays and a beep sound is audible. The sound can be switched on
or off thanks to the button in the menu bar.
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30 secs

Heart Rate (HR) and type of R-peaks are shown on Live ECG

During Live ECG, you can depress the recording button. The REC logo will blink while the signal is recorded.
Press the PAUSE button to stop the recording. Currently recorded signal can be saved using the SAVE button.

ECG live started

Recording the ECG live

ECG live signal always delivers 10-bit samples. There is no filtering on the signal. If the signal is “0”, at
least one of the leads is disconnected. Because the Holter device is connected to the computer which
generated lot of high frequency interferences, the ECG signal is noisier than during standalone
recordings.
See also the Electrode’s placement section.

 When the parameters “Show Probes” is set, the current values used for the peak detection algorithm
are displayed in the status bar.
ADC= 330[ 284- 787] RR= 272 Type=0 HF=

82 BF= 512

Respectively:
ADC=intADC [intADCmin-intADCmax] RR=intRRdistanceType=intRRtypeHF=intMeanHFValueBF=intMeanBFValue

OPEN ECG FILES
ECG files imported from the device or previously saved can be displayed and analyzed. Files can be opened
using the patient’s management dialog box or the standard open dialog box. 8-bit or 10-bit sample ECG files
can be read. Once opened, the ECG file (exam) can be close using the “Close exam” item of the ECG menu.
Files with ‘.HLR” extension have been associated to the ECG Logger Viewer application and can be opened from
double-click directly within the Windows file’s explorer.
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Information related to the exam can be display using the Info button. Some information such as the
events may be available only after running an ECG analysis.
Scroll bar below the ECG plot move the window across the time. Marker on the left-top of the plot displays the
date/time of the plot origin. For zooming a specific part of the ECG, click and move the cursor on the plot.
Should you need to measure the time, the beat rate or the ECG signal amplitude, press the Ruler button to
display the ECG ruler. The ruler sets a specific zoom factor.

Zoom with ruler on an ECG – on this plot, HR can bemeasured at 65 BPM

To zoom backward, click the ruler or the left button of the zoom scroll bar. Moving the zoom scroll bar
does not move the paper behind.
The ECG color changes according to the type of signal. The classification of the signal includes 7 types:








ARTEFACT
NORMAL_N
NORMAL
BRADYCARDIA
TACHYCARDIA
SV EXTRASYSTOLE
PAUSE

Poor signal, disconnection or noise
Normal peak after artifacts or at start
Normal ECG signal with good QRS complex peak detection
Beat rate lower than 55 bpm
Beat rate faster than 100 bpm
Supra-ventricular extra systoles (R-peak shorter by 30%)
Peak distance greater than 200%

Browsing the ECG recording
There are two possibilities for displaying the ECG file contents:
1.

The ECG tape window displaying 30 seconds of ECG with the possibility for zooming and performing
ECG measure thanks to the ECG ruler.

2.

The ECG browser window displaying5 minutes of ECG. The display is organizedin 10 rows of 30
seconds each. The first row (with a red border) matches the ECG tape window content.
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5 mins
30 secs
ECG tape: 30 seconds of ECG data

ECG browser: 5 minutes of ECG data (10 x 30s)
st

A double-click on the ECG tape window opens the Browser window (1 row is the ECG tape). A double-click on
the ECG browser window opens the ECG tape window at the clicked time position.

Using the slider
On both screens, an arrow (▼) located on the top-left of the windows, points the time origin of the chart
. Plot scales are displayed on the top-right of the windows. At the bottom of the
windows, when the ECG last more than 30 seconds, a slider can move the windows across the ECG time. When
the slider is clicked-down and move, the time position is displayed within a pop-up window until the mouse is
released.

Time position displayed when the slideris moving
The ECG tape window is made of a 5x5 mm grid where the speed is 25mm/s (the screen width equals 30
seconds) and the signal amplitude is 50mm/mV (the screen height equals 3mV). When the ECG ruler is
displayed, the grid zooms to match the ruler measurement. For zooming on a specific part of the ECG signal,
click at the start of the segment to zoom (a vertical red line appears) and release the mouse at the end of the
segment to zoom. A new horizontal scroll bar is displayed. The new bar’s left button is used to reset the zoom
and other buttons have standard behaviors. The new slider is used to scroll across the 30 second ECG signal.
Several zooms can be cascaded for reaching a specific zoom factor.
The arrows buttons of the scroll bar move the graphic by 1 second in High Resolution or 2 seconds in Low
Resolution, and a click in the scroll bar (large jumps) moves the graphic by +/- 30 seconds.

The ECG browser displays 10 rows (10 x 30 second = 5 minutes) and each row has grid lines every 1 second on
the X axis and every 1 mV on the Y axis. The first row has a red border line. It displays the same content as the
ECG tape window. A mouse double-click at any position in the ECG browser window will jump to the selected
time and move the ECG window accordingly.
When the mouse moves over the browser chart, the marker on the top-left changes to a point (●). The
absolute and relative times are displayed for the current mouse position
.
The arrows of the scroll bar move the graphic by 30 seconds (one row) and a click in the scroll bar (large jumps)
moves the graphic by +/- 5 minutes.
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MORE ABOUT THE SCROLL BARS:
Scroll bars enable the navigation across the Holter recording. Right and left rows can be used for small
changes whereas a click within the scroll bar will make large changes. When the scroll bar cursor is
moved with the mouse, the position within the recording is displayed into a pop-up window. The
keyboard can also be used to scroll the bars (see the Application Shortcut section).

Using the ruler
The ruler can be displayed using the Ruler button or menu. When the ruler is displayed, the zoom factor of the
ECG plot is adjusted to match the ruler scale. The grid, the ruler and ECG scale should match altogether for
accurate measures.
In the example below, the grid has 5x5 mm spares and the speed is 50 mm per second. 10 squares equal one
second and peaks spaced by 50 mm beat at 60 BPM (beat per minute). The ruler provides a direct reading of
the heart rate (HR).
On the vertical axis, the amplitude is set to 50 mm per mV (millivolt). 5 squares give amplitude of 0.5 mV. The
left border of the ruler provides a direct reading of the signal amplitude.

R-Peak amplitude and distance measurements

Display the legend of an ECG plot
ECG plot is colored along with the R-peak’s classification. A first classification is performed inside the device
during the recording and each data block carries this information. Each block store one second of ECG in high
resolution mode (10-bit per sample) or 2 seconds in low resolution mode (8-bit per sample). Therefore, not
every peak has a classification. A post-processing of the ECG can be done using the Analysis menu.
The color of the ECG plot is available from the Reminders menu entry. The legend window can be placed
anywhere on the screen.
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A second tab display a reminder to correctly positioning of the three electrodes in order to get a maximum
amplitude signal with a minimum noise and the third tab lists all the commands for controlling the Holter
device from the Console.

Understanding the colorization
Because if can be difficult to make the link between the colors and the R-peaks type, we provide here
complementary details.
In the plot below, the sample resolution is 8-bit and each block last 2 seconds. The block of 500 samples are
colored with the type of the last R-peak within the block (red circled). Therefore, the peak colors look unrelated
to the ECG plot color. This is due to the way we choose to do the ECG plot colorization.
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Information about an ECG examination
To display information about the opened ECG file, click on the Info button. The dialog box will display the
starting date of the Exam, the end date, the overall exam duration, the sample resolution as well as the event
marked during the recording session each time the Holter device event button was depressed.

Info BEFORE file analysis

Info AFTER file analysis

After opening an ECG file, the list of events is not available. An ECG analysis has to be run to recover these
pieces of information. Once done, the list of marked event is available. A click on one event enables to rename
it. The position of the selected event can be accessed with the arrow button which jumps to the ECG event
position.
Once an ECG has been analyzed, it can be saved to avoid to be redone the next time. Extra data are stored
within the ECG folder with the file extension ‘.data’.

Changing an Examination date
The exam date can be modified using the date/timer picker. The file will be saved and a new filename based on
the new date suggested.

Jump to a specific time position
You may want to go to a specific position such as a specific event that has not been marked during the Holter
recording. Open the Tools >>Goto time box and enter a valid time (e.g. 12:30:00). If the time does match any
position in the ECG recording, the entry will be ignored. Because a normal recording cannot exceed one day
long, the discrimination of the date between two consecutive days is automatic. Should the recording exceed
24h (this can only be done by direct configuration of the Holter device using the Console), only the first time
occurrence matching the given time position can be reached.

In ECG Logger Viewer, every time references (jump to time position, save segment, jump from ECG
browser or from the statistics) uses the left position as the time origin.
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Save ECG segments
Saving parts of an ECG file can be done using the Tools>> ECG segment menu.
Move the ECG plot to the position to start with and click on “Start position” then move to the end location on
the ECG plot and click “End position”. The whole segment between the start and the end positions of the ECG
plot can be saved into a new file by a click on “Save segment” menu entry.
The suggested file name includes the new start time position and segment duration.

MERGING FILES: there is no feature for merging ECG files but the block structure of the ”.hlr” binary file
makes it easy to merge several files into one larger file. Of course, the time stamps will not be preserved.
The time stamp of the first block of the merged file will be used as time origin. Once merged, load the
final file into the application and change the date accordingly. Save the file and every data blocks will be
time re-stamped. To merge files, open a MSDOS console and type:
copy /b <filename 1> + <filename 2><destination filename>

Copy ECG chart into clipboard
ECG tape or ECG browser windows as well as Statistical graphics can be copied into the clipboard for future
pasting into documents. Select from the Tool menu “Copy chart to clipboard”. The copy operation is a snapshot
and only concern the graphic area of the page currently displayed.
The graphic content can be easily copied into the clipboard with the CTRL+C keys. The copied content can be
pasted into Word document for example to create comprehensive reports.

Close an ECG examination
To return to default configuration, the current examination can be closed using the ECG >> Close ECG exam
menu.

MERGE ECG FILES
This function enables to append segment files of ECG. To proceed, open the first ECG file then click on the
‘Merge’ menu entry to append the second ECG file data at the end of the first ECG.
You will be prompted to save the new file and all ECG exams will close.
Reopen the newly saved file and check the result of the ECG file’s merging.



IMPORTANT: the user is responsible for merging ECG files of the same type (8-bit or 10-bit). Merging
different types of ECG data will give unpredictable result or a system crash.
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FILTERED ECG SIGNAL
In the presence of a noisy ECG signal, the filtering could drastically help to improve the R-peak detection and
the classification. Keep in mind that saved filtered signal have lost part of the raw information therefore a good
practice is to always keep a copy of the initial ECG data file
From the “Tools” menu selected “Band-pass filtering” to run the ECG signal filtering. A Low-pass and a Highpass filter are used to provide a 5-11 Hz band-pass filter. The same filter is used in the Tom & Tompkins
algorithm for the R-peak detection. The ECG signal will be cleaned with a better chance for a low level of false
positive detections.

Unfiltered ECG signal

Band-pass filtered ECG signal

About noise reduction
The Holter device has a noise reduction filter that can be switched ON/OFF. By default, the noise reduction
filter is enabled. It drastically reduce the noise from muscular or electronics interferences. Moreover, the
electronics noise is rather strong when the device is connected to a PC due to the proximity of the
radiofrequency source. Noise can be reduced with a good electrodes connection to the body. We urge to
secure the electrodes with tape as mentioned in the electrodes section.
See also the Noise reduction section.

ANALYZE ECG
ECG exam shorter than 12 minutes can neither provide statistics nor statistical graphics.
The Holter ECG signal files content information processed during the recording sessions such as the peak’s
positions (QRS complex) and type of ECG signal (classification). Nevertheless, these pieces of information are
stored on a block basis and theirs positions in time are not accurate.
The ECG Logger Viewer is able to recalculate these pieces of information in a much more accurate manner.
Select “Analysis” from the “Tools” menu to launch the ECG processing. Once an analysis has been performed,
result can be saved and used the next time.
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The processing can be stop at any time using the ESC key. Once the processing is completed, the statistics of
the ECG exam are available into the ECG Report dialog box. This information can be displayed again from the
View>> Report menu or the Graphics button drop down menu.

ECG analysis reporting
When an ECG file previously analyzed is opened, the statistics can be displayed using the Report window
without the need to run again an EGC analysis processing. The saved file contents these statistics data already.
The parameters used during the analysis are available under the second tab “Parameters”. Additional
information related to the ECG file and also saved within the file is displayed under a third tab “Information”.

Parameters used for ECG analysis
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The Report window Parameters and Information tabs are only available for open file which the ECG
has been previously analyzed.

The statistics provide information related to arrhythmia disturbances such as the number of occurrences and
the duration over the recording period as well as the extrapolation for 24h. The values are tuned to take into
account the “effective” usable recording duration by removing the artifact periods.
When the QRS complexes have been analyzed and the R-peaks identified, the classification could determine
the type of peaks and this information become available on the ECG plot. Colored dots matching the type of
peaks are displayed above the detected peaks and when these are hovered with the mouse, the type, the beat
rate and R-R distance is displayed.

The color of R-peak class covers the whole ECG data block (1 or 2 seconds) and may include also some
other R-peaks. Refer to the dot color for an accurate peak classification.

Different types of peaks identified with theirs colored dots

Here is below complementary information about the processing:
1.

The information in the blocks of the ECG file has a temporal precision depending of the sample
resolution. In high resolution mode each block store 1 second of ECG and 2 seconds per block in low
resolution mode. The classification efficiency depends of the Holter device firmware algorithm.

2.

The information from analysis where QRS complex are detected and R-R peaks classified has a better
accuracy and each R-peak is processed independently. Nevertheless, each block of ECG data is marked
with one single type of color.

Results

from the ECG analysis are linked to the parameters values that have been set in the

“Tools >> Preferences” menu. Therefore, the parameters values must be correctly set. The algorithm
requires some time to initialize and the first couples of ECG seconds are marked as artifacts.
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Save analyzed ECG file
Once the analysis is completed, the Save button and ECG >> Save menu are available. The ECG exam can be
saved with the newly computed values. These values will replace the R-R distances and R-peak type previously
available from the current ECG file.

One shall keep in mind that only one value R-R distance and R-peak type can be saved per block which
means every 1 second in High resolution mode and every 2 seconds in Low resolution mode.

Display statistics - Graphics
There are 3 curves available:




The beat rate across the Holter recording session
For the selected type of arrhythmia, the number of occurrences across the Holter recording session
The distribution by time slots (12) for the selected type of arrhythmia

The current time position on the ECG tape or browser is displayed over the stats graphics with a vertical
red line.
The positions of the Events marked by the patient during the Holter session are shown in the Heart Rate
diagram with clock icons. When event’s icons are hovered with the mouse, the event time positions and
descriptions are displayed. Event’s description can be set and modified using the ECG Information dialog
box.

Heart Rate Variability
This graphics show the averaged beat rate over one minute across the whole Holter recording duration.
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Arrhythmia occurrences
This graphics show the number of heart rhythm disturbances per minutes.
A mouse double-clicks on the Arrhythmia graphic enables to jump approximately to the position of the
disturbance on the ECG plot.

Number of episodes
th

This graphics gather the number of occurrences into 12 timeslots over a 1/12
recording: 1 hour for one-day recording, 30 min for 12 hours recording, etc.

of the whole period of

The sum-up of the analysis is available in the Report section.
Navigate between occurrences
The ECG analysis detects R-peaks and classifies theirs types. When looking for a specific type of peaks, one
needs to jump from one occurrence to another. The navigation dialog box is aimed to manage this kind of
operations and can be opened from the Tools >> Navigation menu. The navigation window can be placed
anywhere on the screen. The navigation between occurrences can be used either with the ECG tape window or
the ECG browser window.
Once the type of occurrence has been selected from the drop list, the first and last occurrence can be reached
using respectively the left and right button. The previous and next occurrences starting from the current
position on the ECG plot can be reached with the two buttons on the center.

Navigation dialog boxes to reach occurrences or min/max beat rate

Note about processing
The analysis is made on a “block basis” meaning that R-peak within a same block will be tagged the same as the
last peak type of the block. This limits the accuracy of the system but remains statistically acceptable. The block
size is also depending of the chosen sample resolution (HiRes or LoRes) and block size is respectively 1 or 2
seconds. The counting of peaks is accurate as well as the R-R distance computation and heart rate only the
color rendering is bounded to the block processing limitation.
See also the More about the ECG signal processing section

EDIT ECG R-PEAKS
In the ECG tape window, the R-peaks are identified with dot icons. A click on the R-peak icon selects the peak.
Multiple selections are possible using the SHIFT key depressed while clicking on the different R-peaks icons.
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Then right-click to make the contextual menu displayed. Selected R-peak can be reclassified or removed.
Removed R-peaks are marked with an X icon. ECG stats and statistical charts are immediately updated
according to the R-peaks reclassification.

Multiple R-peak selection with short description (left-click)
and contextual menu for edition (right-click)

EXPORT ECG
The export option may not be available on every software releases.
The ECG data can be exported to be read by an external ECG reader. Data can be associated to a different user
rd
if needed. The 3 party external ECG viewer can be launched once the export is completed (see “Tools >>
Preferences” and “EXTERNAL VIEWER / Open on export”).
More details can be found in the section more about the EDF and BDF format.

The BDD Format export is not available.

PRINT ECG
The graphics currently displayed can be individually printed in landscape mode.
Print preview: the preview is accessible from the ECG >> Print preview menu or from the Preview button of
the tool bar. The previewed page can be displayed and zoomed. The printing can be launched
directly from the preview on the default printer only.
Print:

the printing can only be launched from the ECG >> Print menu. The printer can be chosen from
the Print dialog box.

Print can be saved as a PDF file for example and the file name is made of the printing date and patient name.
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ECG Live or ECG file screen print

ECG statistic screen print

ECG Browser screen print

ECG history screen print

DISPLAY HOLTER RECORD’S HISTORY
After several Holter records, the evolution of the patient’s pathology can be monitored using the History
feature. The Holter record’s history is started from the icon on the right of the patient selector, or from the
menu View >> Record history (CTRL + 7).

Holter record’s history
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Displays the history (evolution) across the different ECG recording from a patient. Five indicators
are available:

The evolution of the patient’s HRV (Heart Rate Variability), e.g. the average Beat Per Minute (BPM)
over the recording period.

The evolution of the number of Tachycardia episodes per day. The number of occurrences over the
recorded period are extrapolated to 24 hours. The condition for Tachycardia can be modified by
the user. The default value is over 100 BPM.

The evolution of the number of Bradycardia episodes per day. The number of occurrences over the
recorded period are extrapolated to 24 hours.The condition for Bradycardia can be modified by the
user. The default value is below 55 BPM.

The evolution of the number of Extrasystoles (ESV) episodes per day. The number of occurrences
over the recorded period are extrapolated to 24 hours.The condition for Extrasystoles can be
modified by the user. The default value is RR-peak distance shorter than 70% of the previous one.

The evolution of the number of Pauses episodes per day. The number of occurrences over the
recorded period are extrapolated to 24 hours.The condition for Pauses can be modified by the
user. The default value is RR-peak distance longer than 2 seconds.

The grid table displays the available ECG records information such as:
Date

of the Holter recording sessions.

Duration

of the ECG record.

Efficiency

of the record. E.g. the percentage of R-peak correctely identified. ECG with poor efficiency
are not relevant. Below 85%, the ECG has been drastically impaired by interferences
(muscular noise, poor electrode’s contact, etc.)

Min/Max BPM

Min and Max of the Heart Rate Variability in beat per minute.

Avg BPM

Heart rate mean over the recording period.

Occurences

Number of Tachycardio, Bradycardio, ESV and Pauses episodes.

When the efficiency is below a threshold (90% by default), the row are grayed and there is no markers
on the ploted curve. The threshold can modified in the “Preferences” under “ECG_Eff”.

On the right of the grid table, wo additional buttons allow to:
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Refresh the Holter record’s history.

Filter data against efficiency. Display or not data below the user defined efficiency coefficient.

Save the Exam table data into a CSV Excel compatible file (with semi-colon separator).

To open the corresponding ECG file, double-click the Row in the grid or the Marker on the plot.

- Patient selection change resets the Holter record’s history page.
- CTRL + C copy the currently display chart into the clipboard.
- Click on chart market move the grid table selection over the corresponding row.

SET PREFERENCES
Wrong entries may break the application. See Reset to default parameters if application crashes after
setting modifications.
Every parameter available for the ECG Logger Viewer application can be modified from this dialog box. Select
the parameter from the Parameters tree list, enter the new value in the text box and press the validation
button.

Default parameter values
Parameter

Default value

Description

en-US

Language selection - English: en-us, Français: fr-FR, 中國: zh-tw

GENERAL
Language
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Parameter

Default value

Description

Grid_Color

Set Pink

Change the grid color to Pink, Green or Gray.

Beep

True

Heart beat beep sound for live ECG

User_path

<empty string>

Patient folder path (default is USERPROFILE%\Documents)

Last_patient

0

Last selected patient

Plot_Refresh

100

Live ECG refresh period. Fix the refresh rate in ms.
Min is 4ms (250 samples/s)

Show_Probes

False

Display debugging information such as the Battery level or the R-peak
detection values into the status bar during Live ECG.

Com_Port

none

Device serial port detected or force by the user

Baud_rate

250000

Device serial communication baud rate

Rechargeable

True

Battery type (Alkaline or rechargeable NiMH

High_resolution

False

"ECG sample resolution for Holter records: High=10-bit or Low=8-bit

Recording

24

Holter recording session duration

Clear_files

False

Conversion

2.9325

Conversion ratio (ECG value to mV) depends of the actual values of the
resistor divider on the AD8232 output. (help you with an overload signal to
align the signal full grid height)

Offset

0

Offset to center zero with mid-grid(may give overflows)

DEVICE

Clear all device files with new recording

DEVICE (INTERNAL ALGORYTHM)
Batt_Convert

6.944

Convert ADC-1 value into mV (battery level)

D_Max_HF

10

Maximum HF amplitude for non-artefact ECG signal (max=1023)

D_Min_BF

0

Minimum average level for non-artefact ECG signal (min=0)

D_Max_BF

550

Maximum average level for non-artefact ECG signal (maw=1023)

D_Min_ADC

300

Minimum ADC level for non-artefact ECG signal (min=0)

D_Max_ADC

1023

Maximum ADC level for non-artefact ECG signal (max=1023

D_Refractory

68

Refractory period (>200ms) in nb of samples (68 = 272 ms or 220 BPM)

D_Bradycardia

55

Bradycardia condition is beat rate lower than 55 BPM

D_Tachycardia

100

Tachycardia condition is beat rate higher than 100 BPM (adult patient)

D_Extrasystole

0.7

Extrasystole condition is R-R distance is lower than 70% of the previous
distance

D_Pause

2.0

Pause condition is R-R distance longer than 200% of the previous distance

ALGORITHM(ECG FILE PROCESSING)
Max_HF

18

Maximum HF average amplitude for Normal ECG. Set to -1 to disable

Min_DC

310

Minimum BF average level for Normal ECG signal. Set to -1 to disable

Max_DC

550

Maximum BF average level for Normal ECG signal. Set to -1 to disable

Min_ADC

50

Minimum ADC level for Normal ECG signal. Min is 0. Set to -1 to disable

Max_ADC

1023

Maximum ADC level for Normal ECG signal. Max is 1023. Set to -1 to disable

Refractory

68

Refractory period for avoiding multiple detections (in nb samples). BPM
maxi=220 -> 272ms -> 68 samples
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Parameter

Default value

Description

Bradycardia

55

Bradycardia condition is beat rate lower than 55 BPM

Tachycardia

100

Tachycardia condition is beat rate higher than 100 BPM (adult patient)

Extrasystole

0.7

Extrasystole condition is R-R distance is lower than 70% of the previous
distance

Pause

2.0

Pause condition is R-R distance longer than 200% of the previous distance

0.9

Set the efficiency threshold where ECG with efficiency below this level is
considered irrelevant. The ECG_Eff is the ratio of R-peaks that are not
Artifacts. This givesinformation regarding the quality (efficiency) of the
recorded ECG.

EDF_viewer

<empty string>

Command to launch EDF/BDF external viewer

AutoStart

False

Open EDF/BDF viewer when export is completed

Viewer_folder

<empty string>

Path to user directory of EDF/BDF external viewer

Cmd

<empty string>

Reserved

Artefact_color

DarkGray

Set plot color for artifact (not relevant ECG signal)

Normal_new_color

Violet

Set plot color for normal-new peaks. These are normal peaks occurring after
artifacts

Normal_color

DarkViolet

Set plot color for normal peaks

Brady_color

DodgerBlue

Set plot color for peaks identified as bradycardia

Tachy_color

DarkRed

Set plot color for peaks identified as tachycardia

Systole_color

Orange

Set plot color for peaks identified as potential extrasystoles

Pause_color

Green

Set plot color for peaks where R-R distance can be a pause

ECG_Eff

VIEWER

PLOT COLOR

ECG calibration setting
The amplitude of the ECG signal directly depends of the signal at the resistor divider and the ADC reference
voltage (VRef). The divider ratio can be computed from the measured values of the two resistors involved in
the divider bridge. The ADC VRef is quite stable but will drift with the battery level. Therefore, the ECG
maximum amplitude will not be perfectly constant.
For enabling amplitude measures on the ECG grid, a calibration is required. The top of the ECG grid must be
aligned with the ECG maximum amplitude. There are two parameters for doing the calibration: Conversion and
Offset.
You can use an actual ECG file and seek for signals overloads to align the signal with the top of the grid. You
may also disconnect and reconnect all probes together and have the figure below that could help to do the
calibration too. When correctly calibrated (Conversion values is around 3.0), the maximum signal match the top
of the grid and the null value is very closed to the center of the grid. Just play with the Conversion and Offset
values for tuning the calibration.
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All electrodes put to ground help to setup the Conversion and Offset parameters

 Once you have modified the parameters from the “Preferences” dialog box, you can send them to the
device using the menu “Holter mode”.

Device QRS algorithm parameters setting
An easy way for setting the device algorithm parameters is to run ECG live with the Show probes parameters
ON. Looking at the ECG plot and modifying the parameters from the Preferences dialog box make it easier for
adjusting the values.

 Once you have modified the parameters from the “Preferences” dialog box, you can sent them to the
device using the menu “Holter mode”.

Battery conversion parameter setting
With a Multimeter, measure the actual battery voltage. For setting the correct Batt_Convert value, set in the
Preferences the Show probes parameters ON. Open the Holter mode dialog and check the battery value. Modify
the Batt_Convert value in the Preferences in order to have a good matching between the actual value read
from the multimeter and the one displayed in the Holter mode dialog box.

 Once you have modified the parameters from the “Preferences” dialog box, you can send them to the
device using the menu “Holter mode”.
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ECG LOGGER HOLTER DEVICE
HOLTER DEVICE SPECIFICATIONS






























Number of Channels
Lead
Sampling Rate
Sampling Accuracy
Recording Time
Time accuracy
Interface
Scale Voltage
Sensitivity valve
Lowest voltage signal
Input Impedance
Input circuit bias current
Noise level
Common-Mode Rejection Ratio
Electrode offset rejection
Voltage tolerance
Time constant
Frequency response
Filtering
Complex QRS detection
Safety Human Body Model
Physical Parameters
Type B*
Size (L x W x H):
Net weight (w/o battery):
Weight with batteries:
Total weight
Power
Autonomy






Average consumption:
Normal mode
Sleep mode
Recording mode

1
standard 3-lead
250 Hz
10-bit / 8-bit selectable
up to 24 Hours
+/- 1 minute per day
USB 2.0
1 mV ±5%
≤20μV (TBC)
50 μ Vpp (TBC)
≥ 1GΩ
≤ 0.1 μA
≤ 10 μ Vpp (0.1 Hz to 40 Hz)
>= 60 dB (DC to 60Hz)
± 300 mV
± 500 mV
＞ 3.2 s (0.3Hz)
0.05 ~ 150 Hz
AC, EMG, Drift Filter, RFI
Pan & Tompkins algorithm
8 kV ESD (HBM)
internally powered
100 x 60 x 25 mm
65 g
111g
195 g (incl. carrier/electrodes)
4 x AAA batteries
>30 hours with Alkaline batteries

17 mA (Standby)
6.2 mA
31 mA (~36 hours - depend on SD Card)

Package Content (suggestion)








1x
1x
3x
1x
1x
1x
1x

Holter recording device
Patient cable (3-lead)
Disposable ECG sensors
Pouch with strap
USB cable, 50 cm with ferrite
Instruction Manual
Downloadable application software
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Type B is the least stringent classification, and is used for applied parts that are generally not
conductive, where parts may be connected to earth, and can be immediately released from the
patient.

THE HOLTER DEVICE

The Holter device

The electrode cable shall be plugged into the 3.5mm jack on the right side. The battery is switched on thanks to
a key-switch on the side. On the top are located the blue LED, the event button and the USB socket.
When connected to a PC with an USB cable, the Holter device is self-powered by the USB.

Before the USB cable is unconnected the Holter device must be switched on battery to keep memory of
any changes in the configuration. Power-off erases any previous configuration.

LED indications
The Holter device status can be monitored by looking at the blue LED.
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ELECTRODE’S PLACEMENT
For long duration Holter recording, electrodes
on the chest are by far the best placement.
During the recording, the patient activities such
as movements generate muscular noise and the
mains power or electrical devices around are
responsible for electronics noisemaking, the
ECG signal impaired and unusable.
The electrode’s placement and contact quality
is crucial for ensuring the best signal to noise
ratio. Remove hairs and clean skin areas where
the electrodes will be placed. For better
contact, add special gel or use electrodes with
solid gel and adhesive.

During

nighttime, wearing T-shirts is

strongly recommended for avoiding any
undesirable interactions between the
electrodes affecting the quality of the
ECG signal (parts of the body are causing
short circuits by creation of multiple
paths). For example, contacts between
left arm and thorax will divert the signal
between electrodes LA/RL and contact
between right arm and torso disturb the
signal by creating parallel connections
between the LA/RA or RL/RA.
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The [F] electrode takes place in the left infraclavicle gap, close to the bone

From the angle of Louis, move your fingers to
the right and you will feel a gap between the
ribs. This gap is the 2nd Intercostals’ space.
From this position, run your fingers downward
across the next rib, and the next one. The
space you are in is the 4th intercostals' space.
Where this space meets the sternum is the
position for [RA] (V1).

Follow the line of the 5th intercostals space on
the right side a little further until you are
immediately below the center point of the
axilla, (mid-axilla). This is the position for [RL]
(V6).

Electrode’s inversions


F-RL reversal has almost no effect on the ECG shape but to increase the noise you cannot identify it
from the ECG and it has little effect on ECG interpretation. Nevertheless, the SNR (signal to noise ratio)
make Holter recording to be of lower quality.



RA-F reversal inverts the ECG signal. The R-peak detection is impaired and classification cannot to be
correctly performed.



If the RL electrode has poor skin contact, ECG artifact may occur. A good clavicle contact is difficult to
ensure due to the shape of the bone. This position is critical.



F is used to minimize noise from common mode voltages, such as power lines interferences.



Check RA-RL reversal for extremely low amplitude.
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LIVING 24 HOURS WITH A HOLTER
Monitoring cardiac activity shall not impact your day life and must ensure the Holter to be free from potential
risks such as lead disconnection electrode’s tear off or cable breaks.

Lead connections
Once the electrodes are placed on the body, secure their position with two pieces of
adhesive plaster.

Avoid placing adhesive plaster directly over the cables or the plugs. It will be difficult
to remove the adhesive residuals that will make the cable and plugs sticky forever.

Wearing the Holter
The Holter shall be inserted into the pouch and the strap placed around the neck. Preferably, wear
clothes with collar in order to get rid of the pain of the strap directly in contact with the neck. The
wires can go off the shirt either from the bottom or through the neck. The second possibility will be
preferred as it prevents pulling too much on the cables.
The Holter is placed under the left shoulder and will remain quite stable despite the body
movements. Enough freedom must be given to the cables to avoid traction on the cables or the
electrodes.
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During the day
It is not necessary to pay special attention to the Holter during the day or at night. Nevertheless, it’s a good
habit to mark specific events by pressing the Holter button. Events such as wake-up, breakfast, lunch, dinner,
walk, sport activity, going to sleep or feeling pain or heart rate disturbances must be marked.
From time to time, monitor the LED that should be slowly blinking. The light toggles every second (in high
resolution recording mode) or every other second (in low resolution mode).

During the night
At night, you can keep the Holter into pouch and have it on your chest rather than on the side. This is the
preferred position if you sleep light or move quite a lot. If you sleep deep or do not move during the night, the
preferred position is to place the Holter below the pillow and ensure the cables are free enough. This situation
does not allow body rotations at night unless you are awake and can manage the cable when you move.
Bear in mind that the LED will be rather bright in the dark and could be annoying for light sleepers.

HOLTER DEVICE MODES OF OPERATION

ECG Mode
The device is connected to a PC (powered on battery not by the mains) to trace the ECG signal. The device can
send either the ECG signal values (250 samples per second) or the beat rate (BPM beat per minute) on R-R peak
detection (Pulse mode). The R-peak detection is done using the Pan and Tompkins algorithm. The algorithm
also analyzes the ECG signal to identify normal, artifact (unstable signal) and arrhythmia.
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HOLTER Mode
The device runs standalone and is only powered by the batteries. The recording time and duration has been
previously configured using the ECG Logger Viewer application software. Place the device into a pouch and use
a strap around the neck. The pouch can be placed under the shoulder for a better comfort during the daylight
activities.

Default parameters
Without programming, the Holter mode will record the ECG signal during 24h with 8-bit samples. The date will
st
be set to January 1 , 1970.
See also the Default parameters values section.

HOLTER DEVICE COMMANDS
The ECG Logger device can be controlled using a console (Arduino monitor, Termite terminal or ECG logger
viewer console) with the set of commands below. The serial communication baud rate is 250,000

Modes:




ECG
PULSE
STANDBY

Mode ECG Live (outputs ECG HiRes values on serial Comms)
Mode PULSE (outputs R-R peaks with beat rate, type and distance)
Return to standby mode

CLEAR
T<epoch>
HOUR
X<secs>
HIRES
LORES
FILTER<on/off>

Prepare for new recording (erase all previous files)
Set UTC Epoch time (ex. T1489828532)
Display date/time (YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS)
Recording duration in seconds (86400 for 24h by default)
10-bit data (Holter mode with R-R peak detection)
8-bit data (Holter eco mode - less SD space)
Enable/disable ECG noire reduction filtering

LIST
R<no>
D<no>
NBRECS
FREE

List files on the SDC (date and size)
Delete files (<no>= __, 00 ... 99)
Dump file (<no>=__, 00 … 99). Binary is preceded with file size
Return the number of recordings (next available number)
Free space on SD Card (in GB)







?
INIT
Kxxxx
BATTERY
STATUS




VERSION
PARAMS

See manual reminder
Reset of the firmware (soft reset)
Set serial port baud rate (xxx: 1,200 ... 2,000,000)
Read battery level (in mV)
Display sample resolution, noise filter status, recording time and the list of
algorithm parameters in the same order as in the PARAMS command below.
Return current firmware version
Set device algorithm parameters ( ; separator )
 Batt_Convert in mV

Data:








Files:






Miscs:
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Max_HF
Min_DC
Max_DC
Min_ADC
Max_ADC
Refractory
Cond_BRADY
Cond_TACHY
Cond_EXSYS
Cond_PAUSE

[0-1023]
[0-1023]
[0-1023]
[0-1023]
[0-1023]
[0-999]
[0-999] – in ms
[0-999] – in ms
[0-1.0] –
[0-999] – in ms

DEVICE FIRMWARE UPLOAD
ECG Logger HEX files “ECG Logger x.y.z.hex” for Holter device programming are provided with the ECG
Logger Viewer releases and available under the application directory in the “/arduino” subfolder. After
device programming you may need to unplug/re-plug and search the device again.
Device firmware upgrade can be performed either using with:
1.

the Arduino IDEand the Arduino ECG Logger device source code.

2.

the Xloader utility and the ECG Logger device HEX file. “Xloader” application can be downloaded from
the author website at http://xloader.russemotto.com/
Select the “Duemilanove/Nano(ATmega328)” device, the serial port where the device is connected to
and browse to the HEX file. Click on “Upload” to proceed with the device programming.

3.

the ECG Logger Viewer application software.
Start the ECG Logger Viewer application and select from the menu “Device > Firmware upload”.
Assuming the serial com port in the preferences matches the port used by your device, just depress
the OK button to start the firmware upload. The new firmware version is shown in the message box.

 Check/set correct device port in “Tools >> Preferences / Device>Com_port” (e.g. COM5).
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DO NOT CLOSE the progression window otherwise the device firmware will be corrupted.

DEVICE ERROR CODES
Since device firmware version 1.6, in order to save place in EEPROM, the error messages are no longer
comprehensive. Instead, there are very short error codes displayed.
ERR0

SD card failed!
Check SD, reformat SD card

ERR1

Cannot rename temp file
Extract the SD and delete the dataxx.hlr file.
Clear all files (CLEAR), reformat SD card

ERR2

createContiguousfunction failed

ERR3

contiguousRangefunction failed

ERR4

cacheClear function failed

ERR5

file erase failed

ERR6

writeBegin function failed

ERR7

write data sample failed

ERR8

missed timer event –sampling rate is too high

ERR9

writeStop function failed

ERR10

Can't truncate file

ERR11

Can't rename file

ERR12

more than 100 files already on SDC!

ERR13

Parameters string is invalid
Check the PARAMS command syntax
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ANNEXES
MORE ABOUT THE ECG SIGNAL PROCESSING
The analysis performs operation to detect R-peak and classify the ECG signal which means sorting the artifacts
(not relevant part of the ECG signal due to noise or interferences), determining the potential arrhythmia
disturbances such as Bradycardia (low rate) tachycardia (fast rate), pause (longer R-R distance between two
successive peaks) and extrasystole (premature R-peaks).
A similar processing has been implemented in both the Firmware of the Holter device for ECG signal preprocessing and the application software for ECG analysis.

The aim of the ECG Logger project is not to provide a safe proof and efficient algorithm for arrhythmia
detection but to make available a tool for training and education. Therefore, the performances of this
processing have not been optimized and could remain rather low with some false positive detection.

The Arduino firmware includes some signal processing for noise reduction and to detect the R-peak and classify
the rate disturbances.

 Algorithms use data buffer that introduce delay. Therefore, the R-peak detection delivers information
about 25 seconds after the start of the ECG signal acquisition.

Noise reduction
For improving the quality of the ECG signal before R-peak detection and recording, a digital noise reduction
filter has been implemented. It can be switch off using the FILTER OFF/ON command from the Console. This
filter drastically improves the quality of the signal by filtering High Frequency interferences. By default, the
noise reduction filter is enabled at startup.

QRS complex detection
The detection of R-peak from the QRS complex is performed using the Pan and Tompkins algorithm. This
algorithm includes:


A 5-11Hz band pass filtering made of the combination of low pass and high pass filter to get rid of the
baseline wander (5Hz) and muscle noise (11Hz). Moreover, the AD8232instrumentation amplifier used
inside the ECG Logger Holter device also already has its own filtering and time constant for improving
the ECG signal amplification quality. The output of the HF filter will be also used later in the artifact
detection processing.



The HF filtered signal is derivate using a first-order derivation filter to high light the QRS complex.



The signal is then squared. The squaring process intensifies the slope of the frequency response curve
of the derivative and helps restrict false positives caused by T waves with higher than usual spectral
energies. Moreover, such non-linear processing tends to extract the signal peaks from the noise and
will ease their detection later on.
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The signal is now passed through a moving window integrator. The moving window integrator
produces a signal that includes information about both the slope and the width of the QRS complex.
The window width is 0.150 seconds wide.



The signal is compared to a threshold to detect the R-peak. The detection thresholds float over the
noise that is sensed by an adaptive-threshold algorithm.



The elimination of multiple detections involves the refractory period. A refractory period is the
amount of time it takes for an excitable membrane to be ready for a second stimulus once it returns to
its resting state following an excitation.

x(n)

band-pass
filter

T

d( )
dt

( )2

1
()dt
T O

adaptive threshold
decision making

y(n)

Pan & Tompking algorythm
The output of the QRS complex detection gives the position of the R-peaks in the ECG signal and mark theirs
positions.

Peak s detection
In High resolution mode (HiRes), the 10-bit data samples corresponding to an R-peak are marked. Their bit-15 is
set to 1 whereas the 10 least significant bits (LSB) are used for storing the signal value. The R-R distance
between two successive peaks and the peak’s type resulting from the peak classification are recorded into each
bloc header containing 1 second of sampling.
In Low Resolution mode (LoRes), the 8-bit samples corresponding to the R-peaks cannot be marked because
the 8 bits are used for storing the signal value. The R-R distance between two successive peaks and the peak’s
type resulting from the peak classification are recorded into each bloc header containing 2 second of sampling.
Because there will be more than one peak per slot of 2 second, only the R-R distance and type values
corresponding to the latest peak occurring in the 2 second time slot can be stored within each block.
See also More about the HLR format section

Artifact detection
The artifact detection is an additional processing based on the signal thresholding for determining the quality
of the ECG signal. The threshold levels can be changed from the Preferences dialog box. Six conditions are
checked to determine if the current ECG signal is an artifact or not:
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1.

Overflow (Max_ADC parameter). Should the ADC signal exceed the preset threshold; the signal will be
classified as an artifact. The level cannot exceed 1023 (10-bit). To disable this condition, the value
must be set to -1.

2.

Underflow (Min_ADC parameter). Should the ADC signal stay below the preset threshold, the signal
will be classified as an artifact. The level cannot be less than 0. To disable this condition, the value
must be set to -1.

3.

Noise level (Max_HF parameter). The band-pass filtered signal from the Pan and Tompkins algorithm
is checked against the HF noise threshold level. Should the level exceed the preset threshold, the
signal will be classified as an artifact. To disable this condition, the value must be set to -1.

4.

Maximum averaged ECG signal value (Max-DC parameter). The ECG signal is averaged and it value (DC
level) is check against a maximum and minimum threshold levels. Should the averaged ECG signal
exceed the preset threshold, the signal will be classified as an artifact. The level cannot exceed 1023
(10-bit). To disable this condition, the value must be set to -1.

5.

Minimum averaged ECG signal value (Min_DC parameter). The ECG signal is averaged and it value (DC
level) is check against a maximum and minimum threshold levels. Should the ADC signal stay below
the preset threshold, the signal will be classified as an artifact. The level cannot be less than 0. To
disable this condition, the value must be set to -1.

6.

Minimum distance between two successive R-peaks cannot exceed the refractory period that leads to
a maximum beat rate of roughly 220 beat per minute. The refractory period, which is ~250ms in
duration helps to protect the heart. The default level (Max_Refractory parameter) is set to 68 samples
which leads to 272ms or 220bpm. This condition cannot be disabled and is used elsewhere in the Pan
and Tompkins algorithm.

Arrhythmia detection
After artifact detection, the signal is fully qualified and R-peaks that are not relevant can be ignored. Remaining
R-peaks can be analyzed to determine some kinds of simple types or arrhythmia disturbances.
The arrhythmia detection is based on R-R distance measurement. The delays can be changed from the
Preferences dialog box. Four conditions are checked to determine the type of beat rate disturbances:

1.

Bradycardia (BRADY lower than parameter) or slow beat rate is detected whenever the heart rate (HR)
beats lower than 50 times per minute. Nevertheless, this strongly depends of the age or gender of the
patient and decreases with age. Bradycardia was defined as a heart rate less than 60 beats per minute.
(also see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bradycardia)

2.

Tachycardia (TACHY faster than parameter) or fast beat rate is detected whenever the heart beats
faster than 110 times per minute. Nevertheless, this strongly depends of the age or gender of the
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patient and decreases with age. Tachycardia is a resting heart rate more than 100 beats per minute.
(see also https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tachycardia)
3.

Extrasystoles (ESSV shorter by parameter) are premature R-peaks that leads to shorter R-R distance
(or higher HR). The default value has been set to 0.7 (70% shorter than the previous R-R distance). (see
also https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Premature_ventricular_contraction)

4.

Pauses (PAUSE longer by parameter) are longer R-R distance regarding the previous one. The default
value has been set to 1.15 (115% longer than the previous R-R distance)

The

numerous types of heart rhythm disturbances (bradycardia, tachycardia, extrasystole, pauses,

bigeminus, trigeminus, fibrillation, enlargement, hypertrophy, etc.) can fall into any of the here above
classifications and be wrongly classified or detected as artifacts and be ignored! This application is not
aimed to provide diagnostics and the ECG interpretation remains the expertise of a professional medical
examination.

Example of extrasystole (47ms) over 75BPM (80ms) HR followed by a recovery pause (94ms)

Example of bigeminus followed by an extrasystole (44ms) and a recovery pause (1030ms)

More details can be found at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart_rate or
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cardiac_arrhythmia
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Limitations of the detection/classification algorithm
The processing works on a 512B block basis and a classification is given per block. Therefore, peaks belonging
to the same block will be classified the same way as the latest peak within the block. Then, some disturbances
might be ignored when they occur at the start of a block containing several peaks.

Statistical computation
The statistical computation is done over the processed signal. It either uses the information extracted from the
data block or from the peak detection and classification.
During a Holter recording session, the ECG signal can be impaired by noise and interferences. These parts of
the recorded signal are expected to be classified as artifacts by the signal processing algorithms describe above.
The statistical processing is then able to determine the “efficiency” of a recording session by computation of
the ration between the number of artifacts over the overall number of peaks or conversely by the ratio
between the times where artifacts are detected and the overall recording time. The efficient will be used to
“correct” the values and to compute the estimation of occurrences by days. It also gives the actual duration of
the Holter recording where ECG signal is relevant for analysis.

The efficiency is given as a percentage and is used for the linear extrapolations of the data. For example,
linear extrapolation of arrhythmia disturbances over 24h will give a “coarse” estimate of the actual
number of occurrence per days. Indeed, some disturbances may have preference for nocturnal or
daytime occurrences rather than on a regular basis over time

The information delivered from the statistical analysis is related to the R-peaks, the heart beat rate and
arrhythmia disturbances and the recording time and date.


Heart Rate (HR), the R-R distance (distance between) R-peak is used to compute the average beat rate
per minute. Only non-artifact values are used in the computation which is integrated over one minute
of time. Maximum and minimum HR values are detected and their time positions reported.



Normal R-peaks number of occurrences is provided for information only.



Arrhythmia disturbances occurrences over the effective period of recording, the sum of the times
where disturbances were present and the estimation of number of occurrence per day is computed.
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Time information related to start and end time as well as recording duration and effective duration
usable for analysis are available.

Algorithm parameters
There are 10 parameters required for the peak detection and classification algorithms. The first 6 parameters
are used to determine when the ECG signal is relevant or not (artifact). The last 4 parameters are used to
determine the arrhythmia disturbance conditions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Maximum HF average amplitude for Normal ECG. Set to -1 to disable
Minimum BF average level for Normal ECG signal. Set to -1 to disable
Maximum BF average level for Normal ECG signal. Set to -1 to disable
Minimum ADC level for Normal ECG signal. Min is 0. Set to -1 to disable
Maximum ADC level for Normal ECG signal. Max is 1023. Set to -1 to disable
Refractory period for avoiding multiple detections (in number of samples).
BPM maxi=220 -> 272ms -> 68 samples

7.
8.
9.
10.

Bradycardia condition is beat rate lower than 55 BPM
Tachycardia condition is beat rate higher than 100 BPM (adult patient)
Supra-ventricular extrasystole condition is R-R distance is lower than 70% of the previous distance
Pause condition is R-R distance longer than 200% of the previous distance

The same algorithm and parameters are used in both the Holter device firmware and the ECG Logger
Viewer application software.
The Holter device outputs ECG signal values in ECG and PULSE modes as well as additional pieces of
information for R-peak sample values. In PULSE mode, only the R-peak sample values are sent. R-peak strings
are made of the following fields:









ADC amplitude
BPM value
Type class
R-R distance
Mean HF value
Mean BF value
Min ADC
Max ADC

[0-1023]
[0-220]
[0-6]
[0-65535]
[0-1023]
[0-1023]
[0-1023]
[0-1023]

The PULSE mode is very helpful for monitoring the evolution of the actual values along with a real ECG signal
(Live ECG). This will help determining the best compromise for the thresholds values (parameters 1-6). It also
possible to display the probes values (levels monitored against the algorithm thresholds for classification) into
the status bar by setting the “Show_Probes” parameter to “True” in the Preferences. The displayed data are:
ADC= 330[ 284- 787] RR= 272 Type=0 HF=

82 BF= 512

Where values are:
ADC=intADC [intADCmin-intADCmax] RR=intRRdistanceType=intRRtypeHF=intMeanHFValueBF=intMeanBFValue

Always keep in mind that the Live ECG signals are much nosier due to the link between the device and the
computer. Therefore, the Mean HF threshold will be set higher in the device firmware to enable the
classification but lower in the application software because Holter ECG files recorded on battery have a far
better SNR (signal to noise ratio).
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Parameter’s adjustment
The catch when an algorithm has several parameters is to find the correct values! Should the parameters be
too loose, the number of false-positive becomes too high and results are not pertaining anymore whereas if
the parameters are too tight, there is not much detection.
To illustrate this point, let consider the ECG below. The maximum HF mean amplitude for normal ECG has been
set to 18 in the parameters but such signal has a level of 23 and every peak have been classified as artifacts
whereas the signal is certainly relevant.
The solution here consists of running an analysis with the filtered ON and to re-run the analysis on this filtered
signal again with the filtering OFF. After filtering, the maximum HF mean amplitude falls to 2 and detection
becomes much more efficient and accurate.

Raw ECG signal

Filtered ECGsignal

We could be tempted to increase the maximum HF mean amplitude to a level of 25 to enable the detection on
the signal above but let see the impact on other parts of an ECG signal. Below, the ECG signal is very noisy. On
the left, the maximum HF amplitude level set to 18 whereas on the right it was set to 25. More artifacts are
now detected as normal ECG R-peaks.

ECG signal with detection (level = 18)

ECG signal with detection (level = 25)

Getting the correct parameters values requires several trials and cannot warranty alone the efficiency of
the detection. The algorithm itself has an important role in the detection efficiency. The Pan & Tompkins
algorithm as it has been implemented in the current application is not optimized and cannot achieve a
high level of performance. Despite false-positive, we can consider the statistical values to remain a fair
indication of amount of arrhythmia disturbances but the accuracy of the classification cannot be proven.
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MORE ABOUT THE HLR FORMAT
The HLR is a proprietary format developed by AdNovea for the ECG Logger project for storing the ECG data in
the Holter device SD card. There is 2 formats available depending of the sample resolution. The two format
structures are given below.

8-bit sample format
The data are organized into 512 Bytes blocks. Each block contents 500 samples corresponding to two seconds
of recording.

Block values:





Count
Overruns
Epoch
Info

Number of samples within the bloc (0-500)
Number of overflows (missed sampling)
Number of seconds since Jan 01,1970
o
o
o



Sample

Leads are off
EVT button (if pushed in previous second)
R-peak type (artifact, normal, ESSV, pause, bradycardia,
tachycardia, etc.). Only the last R-peak’s type of block is saved.
8-bit value

Example of 8-bit block header

10-bit sample format
The data are organized into 512 Bytes blocks. Each block contents 250 samples corresponding to one second of
recording.
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Block values:





Count
Overruns
Epoch
Info

Number of samples within the bloc (0-250)
Number of overflows (missed sampling)
Number seconds since Jan 01,1970
o
o
o




Leads are off
EVT button (if pushed in previous second)
R-peak type (artifact, normal, ESSV, pause, bradycardia,
tachycardia, etc.). Only the last R-peak’s type of block is saved.
R-R distance in ms
10-bit value and bit-7 = 1 (R-peak)

R-R distance
Sample

Example of 10-bit block header

MORE ABOUT THE EDF AND BDF FORMAT
The European Data Format (EDF) is a simple and flexible format for exchange and storage of multichannel
biological and physical signals. It was developed by a few European 'medical' engineers who first met at the
1987 international Sleep Congress in Copenhagen.EDF was published in 1992 in Electroencephalography and
Clinical Neurophysiology 82 and since then, has become the de-facto standard for EEG and PSG recordings in
commercial equipment and multicenter research projects (http://www.edfplus.info/specs/edf.html).
The ECG Logger data can be exported into the EDF format version 0 without annotation or event. The EDF
format is given below as reminder:
HEADER
Fields
1
2
3
4
5

Size
8
80
80
8
8
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Type
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII

Description
Version of the EDF data format
Local patient identification
Local recording identification
Start date of recording
Start time of recording

Comment
0 (for version 0)

dd.mm.yy
hh.mm.ss
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Fields
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Size
8
44
8
8
4
16
80
8
8
8
8
8
80
8

Type
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII

20

32

ASCII

Description
Number of bytes in header record
Reserved
Number of records
Duration of a data record in second
Number of signal (ns) in data record
Label (* ns)
Transducer type (* ns)
Physical dimension (* ns)
Physical minimum (* ns)
Physical maximum (* ns)
Digital maximum (* ns)
Digital maximum (* ns)
Pre-filtering (* ns)
nr of samples in each data record (* ns)
or sample-rate if Duration of data record=1
Reserved

Comment
-1 if unknown
1 if sample rate in field #19
ns
e.g. ECG xyz or Body temp
e.g. AgAgAl electrode
e.g. uV or degree C
e.g. -500 or 34
e.g. 500 or 40
e.g. -2048
e.g. 2047
e.g. HP:0.1Hz LP:75Hz
nr

Total header length is: {(N+1)*256} bytes, where N is number of channels (including the status channel).
The gain of one channel can be calculated by: (Physical max - Physical min) / (Digital max - Digital min).
The last 10 fields are defined for each field separately. Each channel can be different.
DATA
Size
nr
nr
…
nr

Type
2-BYTE
2-BYTE
2-BYTE

Description
Samples[1] * integer : first signal in the data record
Samples[2] * integer : second signal in the data record
…
Samples[ns] * integer : last signal in the data record

Comment
16-bit samples
16-bit samples
16-bit samples

BDF format
The header is the same but:



Field #1 : value is 255 (binary)
Field #7 : value is “24BIT” (ASCII)

And Data are 24-bit little-endian, 2’s complement instead of 16-bit integers

Exportation to 3rd party applications
Because the EDF format is a standard there are several EDF viewer freely released. We can mention but not
limit to:


SigViewer (https://github.com/cbrnr/sigviewer)



EDFbrowser (http://www.teuniz.net/edfbrowser/).
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ECG Logger Viewer

SigViewer

EDFbrowser
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TROUBLESHOOTING
Problems

Solutions

DEVICE
Cannot connect the ECG Logger Holter device

 Check in the Peripheral device management that the driver for
the Arduino has been correctly installed.
 Check if the LED is blinking fast: the SD is not present or
correctly inserted.
 With a terminal check the message at device start-up.
 Check there is no unfinished data transfer still going on (unplug
and re-plug the device
 When more than one instance is running, the device is
connected to the first one only.

LED is blinking fast

There is a major failure. Check the SD card.

System start then the LED blinks fast and the device switch off

The device enters into sleep mode. Check the battery level.

LED is on with short off

One of the leads is disconnected.

LED is pulsing

The device is in wait mode. Everything is OK.

LED is always on

The device is recording but one of the leads is disconnected

LED is blinking very slowly

The recording is running in low resolution. Everything is OK.

LED is blinking slowly

The recording is running in high resolution. Everything is OK.

Device switch off when depressing the event button

You must depress the button normally, not do a long press. Long
press enters the device into sleep mode.

Recording session aborted when connected to computer

The Arduino microcontroller resets automatically when the USB
serial is connected to a computer.
NEVER CONNECT A RECORDING HOLTER TO COMPUTER.

APPLICATION
Failures during installation

Should you encounter issues during the installation, run the
installation program with administration privileges. Right-click the
icon and select “run as administrator”.

Application does not start

Reset the parameters to default value by pressing SHIFT while the
application is starting. Go to the Tools >>Preferences dialog box for
modifying back the custom values.

Fail to save configuration file

Under Windows 10, you have to set the permission manually on
the configuration file. See section NOTE ABOUT VERSION 2.

Patient files are not displayed in the file list

In the Tools >> Preferences check the GENERAL >>User file path
value.

No button for deleting a patient

Only the last entered patient can be deleted. Other patients can
only be renamed.

Application shortcut is missing on the desktop

Remove completely and reinstall the application.

Application hangs with a white screen

The user folder structure is corrupted. Check the folders. To
restore defaults folders and parameters, press SHIFT at startup.

Application crashes when reading ECG file

Check in the parameters the values for “Conversion in microvolt”
and “Zero offset”. They should not exceed 3.0

Signal amplitude is weak on the display

If the recording signal was good, check in the parameters the
values for “Conversion in microvolt” and “Zero offset”. They should
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Problems

Solutions
not exceed 3.0

Application crashes on operations such as Holter file import.

Check if the Holter has not been disconnected.
Such problems may arise if the .NET Framework is not correctly
installed. Please see .NET reparation tool in section “PROGRAM
INSTALLATION and UPGRADING MICROSOFT .NET FRAMEWORK.

Cannot open .hlr file with a double-click

Portable installation does not enable the HLR file association.
Otherwise, remove completely and reinstall the application with
Windows setup.exe installer.

File association missing. Cannot open HLR filed with double-click.

Check the Installation chapter and its section related to the HLR file
association to regenerate the database entries.

Cannot enter date of the day

Especially in French there could be some issue for entering the
date of the day because the date picker checks the date validity. If
the currently display month has only 30 or less days (e.g. February)
it won’t possible enter day for 31 (or 29, 30) until the month has
been changed to allow it.

Help content is visible but help page are not displayed on the left
pane.

Help file (CHM) cannot display page contents when the file is
located on a network drive. Portable version installation will not be
able to correctly display help file when installed on network drives.

GRAPHICS
No plot visible after file open or live ECG

Please check the value of the conversion factor in Tools >>
Preferences and Device >> Conversion in micro Volts. The value
must be around 2.9 with a dot as decimal separator

ECG signal is at ‘0’ when live ECG is running

Check for lead disconnection. The LED must be blinking as pulses

ECG signal is inverted

Check inversion in the positions of electrodes RA/RL

ECG signal is weak

Check the position of the LA/F electrode. Check the contacts

ECG signal is noisy

Check the electrodes contacts. Remains quite to avoid muscular
noise.

Live ECG prompt for saving previous changes

If modifications have been done on an ECG file or if a live ECG has
been recorded, there is a prompt before overwriting the ECG.
Closing an ECG discard the changes.

Live ECG does not colorize data and no beep sound is audible.

Depending of the conditions, the QRS peak detector needs about
30 seconds to stabilize and R-peak classification may only be
available after this period. When the detector has already been
initialized, the next detections will be faster. After a device reset,
the device algorithm needs to redo a complete initialization.

Cannot scroll correctly the ECG

You must click and release the mouse over the scroll bar when
scrolling the ECG. If your mouse pointer leaves the scroll bar and
you release the click button the information will not be triggered.

While scrolling position where mouse was release is slightly
different from selected position

Larger the recording is, lower the accuracy of the scroll bar will be.
Therefore the position where the mouse is release may be up to 3
minutes from the displayed position. For accurate positioning use
the Tools >> Goto menu entry.

No R-peak info displayed when mouse is over the marker.

This is a random unfixed .NET issue. It sometime appears and
sometime not. Sorry, we have to find later a workaround for fixing
this issue.

EXPORT
No events available after exportation
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Events are not exported into EDF or BDF files.
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Problems

Solutions

Cannot start process because a filename has not been provided

Check the path for the Viewer. It does not seem to be correct.
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LICENSES
We are proud to release parts of our ECG Logger under open source and freeware licenses. Feel free to use it
the way you like in accordance our licenses terms below.



it’s license infringements to develop commercial applications using any parts of this project.

ECG Logger device
HARDWARE

License: Cannot be used for commercial application, redistributes SA
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/

ECG Logger device
FIRMWARE

License: GPL v3 (open-source)
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.en.html

ECG Logger Viewer
SOFTWARE

License: Free to use for personal application only

No source code released

Additional information is available from the “About” dialog box that also displays the link to the repository at
SourceForge.

Forum for discussions and downloads is available at https://sourceforge.net/u/adnovea/
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GLOSSARY
The list below contents the abbreviations and acronyms.

AC

Alternative current is an electric current which periodically reverses
direction.

Arrhythmia

A group of conditions where the heartbeat is irregular, too fast, or too slow.

Artifact

Distorted signals caused by a secondary internal or external sources, such as
muscle movement or interference from an electrical device.

Band-pass filter

A device that passes frequencies within a certain range and rejects
(attenuates) frequencies outside that range.

BDF format

A Block Data Format was used in sleep research; BDF/EDF is now becoming
popular in other EEG applications.

Bradycardia

Condition wherein an individual has a slow heart rate, typically defined as a
heart rate of under 60 beats per minute (BPM) in adults.

Classification

A process for determining in which category a specific item shall be put
into. Classification is used for identifying the types of disturbances.

DC

Direct current is the unidirectional flow of electric charge.

ECG

Process of recording the electrical activity of the heart over a period of time
using electrodes placed on the skin.

ECG ruler

A ruler which the graduation helps reading the beat rate directly over the
ECG plot.

EEG

Electroencephalography is an electrophysiological monitoring method to
record electrical activity of the brain.

EDF format

An open and non-proprietary standard file format designed for exchange
and storage of medical time series.

Efficiency

Ratio giving the percentage of relevant signal during a recording session. It
is computed using the number of artifacts versus the relevant signals.

EMG

An electro-diagnostic medicine technique for evaluating and recording the
electrical activity produced by skeletal muscles.

EMR

Electronic Medical Records.

ESD

Electro Static Discharges.

Events

During the Holter recording session, the user can mark a specific time as an
event. Events can be the wake-up, breakfast, lunch or dinner but also
physical activities or the feeling of senses.

Extrasystole

Aka as premature ventricular contraction (PVC) is a relatively common
event where the heartbeat is initiated by Purkinje fibers in the ventricles
rather than by the sino-atrial node, the normal heartbeat initiator.

HBM

Human Body Model.
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HF

High frequency.

HLR format

A proprietary opened data format developed for recording the ECG signal in
the ECG Logger project.

Holter

A portable device for continuously monitoring various electrical activity of
the cardiovascular system for at least 24 hours.

HRV

Heart Rate Variability. Variation of the heart beat per minute across the
time.

LP

A low-pass filter passes signals with a frequency lower than a certain cutoff
frequency and attenuates signals with higher than the cutoff frequency.

NiMH

Nickel–metal hydride batteries, abbreviated NiMH are a type of
rechargeable battery.

Pan & Tompkins

A common real-time algorithm used for QRS complex detection developed
by the Pan-Tompkins in 1985.

Pause

A medical condition wherein the sino-atrial node of the heart transiently
ceases to generate the electrical impulses from 2.0 seconds to several
minutes.

QRS complex

Name for the combination of three of the graphical deflections seen on a
typical electrocardiogram.

Refractory period

A period of time during which an organ is incapable of repeating a particular
action, or the amount of time for an excitable membrane to be ready for a
second stimulus once it returns to its resting state following an excitation.

RFI

Radio Frequency Interferences.

R-peak

The maximum amplitude in the ECG R wave. Accurate R peak detection is
essential in signal processing equipment for heart rate measurement and it
is the main feature used for arrhythmia detection.

R-R distance

Distance between two consecutive R-peaks. It determines the heart beat
rate.

SD Card

Secure Digital (SD) is a non-volatile memory card format developed by the
SD Card Association (SDA) for use in portable devices.

Tachycardia

A resting heart rate over 100 beats per minute is accepted as tachycardia in
adults
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SUPPORT
This project is provided “AS IS” and is not committed to provide support of any type.
Nevertheless you may find some helpful pieces of information and exchanges from the SourceForge repository.
https://sourceforge.net/u/adnovea

DISCLAIMER AND LIMITS OF RESPONSIBILITIES
ECG Logger is a Wearable Cardiac Monitor for Long-Term Data Acquisition and Analysis. The ECG Logger project
is aimed for providing a very low-cost open-source hardware and software for a Rhythmic Holter. The hardware
has been made very simple and is based on an Arduino Nano microcontroller with two companion boards for
the SD card mass-storage and the instrumentation differential amplifier. It can help monitoring arrhythmia
syndromes such as bradycardia, tachycardia, extra-systoles or pause. In no case it can be use to replace a
professional medical examination. Safety rules related to electrical devices must be complied and no
connection shall be made between the Holter device and appliances connected to mains. ECG Logger has been
developed by AdNovea® in 2017.

IMPORTANT:
Lethal conditions might occur when human bodies are in contact with high voltage. Therefore, under no
circumstances a device shall be used while connected to an appliance powered by the main network. Operating
the device is under the entire, whole and sole responsibility of the user. This project is provided for educational
purpose only. It is not aimed for commercial applications and has not been approved for any kind of uses.


Persons unskilled, not familiar or unaware of electrical risks are discouraged to get involved.



This project is ONLY for educational purposes and not aimed for medical diagnostics.



Use of this project information is under the SOLE RESPONSIBILITY of the USERS.



This device has not been approved for any kind of use.
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